
sANGLE ON SKY:  out of  focus 
snowflakes

Bison snowflake comes into 
fucus

we follow it as it descends 

glides over tundra
find a small hunter-gatherer 
tribe

coming to america: 2500 0 years ago

find a solitary figure

come around to reveal atsula. 
snowflake circles around her

in her arms a dead child. 
Snowflake floats past

follow snowflake up to 
Atsula's face

slong ago, before Beriingia ever had a name… 

sBefore genetic Haplogroups, sedimentary core 
samples and the last glacial maximum rolled of 
the first academic's tongue ...

sBefore men and women had a name for grief...

s1 a s1b1b 1c

s1d 1e
s1f

1g 1h 1i



Push in close as snowflake 
lands on her cheek and melts She turns and walks away Angle on hands digging hole in 

frozen earth

rise to reveal the tribe. 
Gugwei on the left, Yanu on the 
right

They turn to atsula Atsula places the dead child in 
the ground

Atsula grieving
She looks up reverse: atsula watching as 

something comes over the rise

saputi

sthey had a name for love.

snagligivagit.

s1j 1k s2a

2b 2c s3

s4a s4b
s5



sand they had a  name for their god

push in to atsula reacting to the 
sight of...

Herd of Wooly mammoths 
crest the hill Atsula is comforted

close on wooly mammoth head

Reveal it is a carved totem 
carried by the children

wider to see the whole tribe. 
Atsula leads

track: the children carrying Nunny track: atsula leads the men ...raises a hand to stop

sNunnyunnini.

sHistorians are thought of by the rest of the world as working on empirical evidence but they are fact crabbers really.

sin the absence of the written word, there is little distinction between memory and history. so, 
I'm afraid I cannot tell you much about the great nunnyunnini...
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Reverse angle

Rise to reveal forest

track left from children...

..past the men who step 
forward... landing on atsula's feet as 

they come to a pile of bones
she kneels down

rise as she picks up a clod 
of dirt

Push in as she looks to the 
forest

rise from carpet of bones to 
the trees...

s14a s14b
s15a

s15b s15c
s15d

s15e s15f s   16

s…save that it was he who guiided the first holy 
womanthrough the high mountains into the ever 
rising sun



push in to trees as a something 
bellows!

the others react fearfully

Atsula stands

full moon

moon  becomes  nunnyu's head

tilt down to reveal atsula 
chanting

pull back to reveal children 
watching

children react to atsula's 
chanting
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atsula throws dried lichen 
onto the fire

fire flares children frightened

…duck out of sight

low angle on nunny

atsula raises abalone shell in 
FG

drinks from it ECU as she drinks. liquid drips 
down her chin

ECU on the luquid

s23a s23b
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liquid pools... ...forming...

…sleeping men and children. 
tilt up to atsula writhing naked

over nunny to atsula writhing close on nunny watching

ECU nunny's eye. Atsula 
reflected within

track right as wisp of smoke 
escapes from nunny's trunk

s28b s 28ds28c
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follow whisp of smoke as it 
enters Atsula's nostrils 

continue to rise to atsula's eyes 
as they open and smoke comes 
out

follow the smoke as it rises 
above her head

smoke forms bison and atsula  she is gored … ...and the smoke dissipates
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she collapses... high angle on atsula 
unconscious. dissolve to...

atsula's headdress becomes 
the trees in the forest. The 
tribe approach

angle from within forest. misty. 
leaves fall from above. track 
laterally through  trees as atsula 
enters. 

...trees form transition 
between  shots…

…As we go fromAtsula 
beckoning to the others...

…to gugwei and yanu entering, 
followed by the children with 
nanny.

wide profile angle  of the tribe 
walking through the forest

reveal something is watching 
them through the trees.

s34a s34b s
35

s36
s37 s    38

s  39 s  40
s  41

wide on nunny and atsula



continue tracking right… end on 
atsula in CU. She comes to a 
stop… senses something.

She turns to see a  shape standing in 
the mist. atsula steps back

the shape moves towards her

revealing itself to be a giant bison god 
made of snow, ice and glacial detritus

gugwei and yanu supplicate 
themselves before it.

atsula forces them back onto 
their feet

rise as atsula approaches the 
bison god

wide profile angle : atsula stands 
before the bison prepared to make her 
sacrifice.
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Bison slowly lowers its head
the bison's horn moves 
towards atsula

…gorges her 
breast

…and enters her heart low angle: thebison lifts 
atsula …and carries her away

yanu shields the children's 
eyes angle over atsula , tracking with her as she 

is carried away. Her tribe grows small in 
the distance.

angle over nunny, 
watching atsula and the 
bison disappear into the 
forest

sit was from her heart that nunnyunnini first 
sprung...

sso, it was from her heart the ice god demanded 
in tribute
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Pull back from the horrified 
tribe. Leaves fall in FG

leaves turn into ravens dissolve in background: high 
angle of the tribe leaving the 
forest.

angle behiind the tribe: reveal 
they have entered a lush valley

they react... their pov of tall grass

hunting party of raven clan women 
rise from the grass

Elder steps forward elder approaches sbut there were people in the new lands...

s
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elder tries to insert feather in 
gugwei's hair

he slaps her hand away
elder departs

gugwei is perforated with spears

drops off screen, leaving terrified 
yanu 

Yanu reaches for the feather from 
blood splattered grass

places the feather in his hair reverse: children drop nanny… …and follow yanu to join the other 
tribe

s…who had gods of their own.
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angle on nunny abandonned in the 
grass

in time lapse over the course of 
thousands of years we watch as the 
lost god is engulfed by roots...

…silt...

...hardened by sandstone… … and eroded into ...

…nothing.

sand the great Nunnyunnini never uttered a word to mankind again.
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